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A&tract. This paper deals with the question of canonical types for grammar forms and grammars. 
A grammar (form) is called position restricted of type (ml, . . . , m,,+ t) if n L 2, .rach mi is a 
noyqnegative integer, and each product ron is either of the type &o-+ u, II a terC:lr.bl word, or 
60 ,+ w&wz - a * w,,&w,+~, where each t,, is a variable and each wi is a terminal word of length m,. 
Thus a grammar (form) is position restricted if all productions in it but the terminal ones have the 
same relative position of terminals and variables. The main results are as follows. Each grammar 
form G1 is equivalent to a grammar form G 2 of any desired position-restricted type 
(ml,..., m,, 0), with the interpretation grammars of Gz of position-restricted type 
(ml , ’ * ’ , m,, 0) being sufficient to define all languages in p( G1). The above re:<ralt is no longer true 
if tlhe position-restricted type is such that m, + 1 Z= 1. The second main resuh is tha t each context-free 
lariguage is defined by a grammar G of :iny desired position-restricted type. 
Among the many ways that context-free grammars are classified is that of ‘shape of 
the rules’, e.g., Greibach normal form, Chomsky normal form, right-linear, linear, 
etc. Some of these kinds, e.g., the first two above, can be used to define essentially any 
context -free language. In the present leaper, we first render precise 2 notion of shape 
of rules called ‘position restricted of tylpe (m I s . . . , m, +I)‘. I-Iere n 2 2 and each mi is 
a nonnc,:gative integer. For a context-free grammar to be position restricted of type 
(ml,. . I 9 m,+l) means that each prodlsction in the grammar is either a terminal rule 
orelseisoftheshape@w& l .* w&w~+~, where each [i is a variable and each F+ is 
a termirral word of length mi. [Thus, e;ich Froduction which is not a termin rule has 
exactly the same length, the same number of variables, and same relative position of 
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variables to terminal words.] We then examine to what extent grammars of type 
(;rnl,..., sn, + ,) can be u5ed to define 
pi) each laliguage in a grammatical family of languages (as defined in [3])1, and 
{ii) each context-free language. 
establish two theorems, one for grammar forms and the other for grammars. 
The one for grammar forms is as follows: For each type (ml, . . ,m,, 0) and each 
ammaticaf. family 5? there exists a grammar form G, of type (ml, . . . , HZ,, O), such 
is the grammatical family defined by G and,, in addition, each language in 9 is 
grammar of type (ml, . l . , win, 0) which is an interpretation of G. 
mmars asserts that for each type (ml, . . . , n~,+~) and each context- 
t there exists a context-free grammar of type (~1, . . . , m, +I j such that 
is theorem, in a sense, strengthens the presentation of context-free 
ibach normal form [8] and by Chomsky normal form [2]. 
The paper itself is divided into four sections. Section 1 discusses the basic notions 
grammar forms and grammatical families. Section 2 presents anumber of 
itions dealing with when onle grammatical family is contained in a second. 
these results, Section 3 establishes the theorem dealing with grammatical 
The proof is surprisingly complicated and requires eleven lemmas, each 
a grammar form closer to the desired one. Section 4 establishes the theorem 
xt-free languages. The proof here is easier, in part because it siinulates 
rtions of the argument for the grammar form case and in part because its starting 
int is closer to the desired result. 
n conclusion, we wish to thank Ml. Victor Vianu for his assistance in formulating 
and proving Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, as ~~11 as for his help in part of the proof of 
mma 3.6. 
We first review some basic concepts of grammar forms and then introcluce the 
central notion to be examined, namely that of position r&r icted. 
Let I& be a fixed infinite universe of symbols and C, a subset of Vao such that &, 
and VoL:- Cm are both infinite. All wonterminals used in constructing rammars* are 
to be elements of Vao - 2, and all terminals to be elements of Coo. Thus G = 
V., 2, P, CT) is a grammar if C is a finite ::ubset of C,, V a finite subset. of I&,, 
-Z)c(Vm-Z,),ain V-Z,andPafinitesubsetof(V-&XV*. 
e shall view a grammar in two different senses. The firsi is the usual one of 2 
anguage-generating device. The second is as a master grammar defining a family of 
rs, each ‘looking like’ the master one. When the second meaning is intended, 
refer to the grammar as a ‘grammar form’ (to accentuate the fact that the 
f the grammar is t e overriding factor). Thus we have: 
gl 
2111 always mean “context-‘free pmmar’. 
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grammar form is a grammar. 
form defines a family of gramxnars, each of which looks like, i.c., is 
Dcfhitioal. A 
A grammar . 
structurally similar to, the grammar form by means of an ‘interpretation’. 
Definitionr. An interpretation of a grammar G = I( V, ,Z, P, a) is a 5.tuple Z = 
$s, V’, 2, P’, CT’), where Gr = (V’, Z’, P’, a’) is a grammar and p a substitution on 
V* satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) $4 (,i[) C V’ -2’ for all 5 in \J - X ; 
(ii) ~(a) is a finite subset of C”* for all a in C; 
(iii) y@)n&qj=flfor all e#v in V-X; 
(iv) d is in P(U); and 
(v) P’ 1~ p(P), where p(,$-* w) = { a-*ylar in ~(0, y in p(w)) and p(PS=- 
U rn~inPCL~~)* 
We frequently write an interpretation as (CL, Gr). 
By considering all interpretations, we get: 
Definition. For each grammar form G let %(G) = (G, 1 Z an interpretation of G}, and 
3’(G) = {L(G) 1 G in%(G)}. 
9?(G) i:+ called the family of grammars generated by G and 5?(G) the grammaticwl 
family (Eienerated by G). 
We sh::lll be concerned with grammar forms G1 and Gz fahich have the same 
grammat!lcal f mily. Specifically: 
DefinitioIn. Twwgrammar forms G1 and G2 are called equivalent if .S?( G1) = .S( GJ), 
i.e., if bslth grammar forms define the same grammatical family. 
Our interest in this paper concerns when a grammar form G1 is equiva!ent o a 
gramhnax form Gz with d certain shape such that each language L in 3’(Gl) is L(G; 9 
for some Gi in %(G2) with the same shape. That cec;*tain sha;Te, which is the central 
concept of the paper, is the following: 
Definitiam. ,4 grammar (form) G = ( VT, C, P, a) is c:tiHed positinrr wstrrctcad of typd# 
(ml,. . . I, m,+j) if n 22, each mi is a nonnegative integer, and each production is 
either of the type 5 * u, u a terminal word, or 60 + WI& w2 * l l w&i W, + 1, v+ 
& is a variable and each wi a terminal word of length mi. 
For ex,ample, Greibach 2-type [8] without right-linear ules is posit 
type (1,0,0) and Chomsky binary type [2] is position restricted of 
The: condition n a 2 is imposed in order to obtain reasonable res 
to be ‘f SI ould alHow only linear rules, and thus confine us to just the ii 
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There arc two main results. The first (Theorem 3.1) asserts that for each position- 
restricted type (ml, . . . , rnn, 0) anid each grammar form G1, there exists an 
equivalent grammar form G2 such that Z(G1) = {L(G;) 1 Gi in %(Gz) of position- 
restricted type (m 1 s. ., HZ,,, 0)). In other words, dZ( G2) = Z( G1) and, in addition, the 
interpretation grammars of G2 hlaving position-restricted type (ml, . . . , m,, 0) are 
sufficient in number to derive all the languages iin Z(GI). The second major result 
(Theorem 4.1) says that for every context-free language L and every type 
(ml , . . , , m,+l), L = L(G) for some grammar G of position-restricted type 
(ml v . . . 9 m,,+d. 
In connection with establishing the grammar form result, we shall make heavy use 
of 
nition. An interpretation (iu, V’, X’, P’, a’) of a grammar G = (V, 2, P, a) is 
length-preserzkg if p(a) c C’ for all1 elemems a in 2. Let g&G) = {Gr 1 I a length- 
preserving interpretation of G} and let Z&_p( G) = {L( GI) 1 GI in C&P(G)}. 
Our interest in length-preserving interpretations stems from the following 
reasoning. If a production has a certain shape, then each length-preserving inter- 
pretation of that rule yields only pro&ictions of the same shape. We shall usually start 
with a grammar form G1 such that 
(i) its rules have certain shapes and 
(ii) JZ(G,) =Zi_P(Gl). 
We then transform G1 into a grammar form G2 whose rules have different specified 
shapes. The nature of these transformations i such that applying them to length- 
preserving interpretation grammars G\ of G 1 yield length-preserving interpretatioc 
grammars G; of G 2, with L(Gi) = L,(Gi). Thus 9(G1) =6PLP(GI) &ZLP(G2) c 
.Z(Gz). By various arguments, we then establish that 9(G2) c .9r,G1). This enables us 
to deduce that each language L in Z(G1) is L(Gh) for some grammar Gb in %(Gz), 
with Gi having the same shape as Gz. 
Proposition 3.S ([7]). For each grammar f&m2 G, S(G) = &(.&P(G)). 
Finally we recall the following: 
t&an. A grammar form G is nontr#ivial if L(G) is infinite, aind is trivial 
otherwise. 
If G is a trivial grammar form, then 6P(G 1 is either empty, {& {e}}, or the family of 
all finite languages. 
reposition 12 ([4]). Each nontrivial grammar form has an equivalent grammar 
form G’ such that S!?(G’) = 9&G”). 
2 For each family 2 of languages, 3$‘(.2~~ = {h(L)1 L c C*, Cz a homomorphism on X*, L in 2). 
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Note that CT 3: E for each nontrivial grammar form 1G = (V, z’, P, CT:! such that 
s(G) = =%_PW. 
2. Grammabical family containment 
As mentioned earlier, we are interested in converting grammar forms with certain 
shapes into equivalent ones wish different shapes. As such, we are conc,erned with 
conditions on two grammar forms such that the grammatical family of one is 
contained in that of the other. We now present some propositions (2.1-2.4) along 
those lines. These results are applied in the next section to establish our main result 
on grammar forms. 
We start by recalling the following important result established in [3]. 
Proposition 2A. Let G1 = ( VI, &, PI, o) and GZ = (Vz, 22, P2, a) be grammarforms 
such that $ =& w for each production t+ w in G1. Then I c S’(G& 
We shall employ Proposition 2.1 as well as. a partial converse to i L The converse 
asserts that if each derivation in Gr can be rearranged into an equivalent one which is 
simulated by a derivation in G2, then ZZ(GI) c .Z’(G& More formally: 
Proposition 2.2. Let G: = (VI, 21, PI, a) and G2 = (Vz, 22, P2, cl-) be grammar 
forms. suppose that for each derivation u +G1 l l l =$G, y, y in l :5 7, thh?re is an 
equivalent derivation3 0 = y0 +G; yl *G1 - l * +G, yr = y and integers m (0) = 0 <: 
l l l < m(s) = r sich that ym(i) +Gz y,(i+l) for each i C S. Then Z’(G1) s .Z(Gz). 
Proof. By Proposition I .l, it suffices to show that .9’& G1) c ZI p( 62). Thus let 
(~3, G3), with G3 = ( V3, &, P?, CQ), be a length-preserving interpretation of Gr . Let A 
g4 be the substitution on V z defined by p4(x) = ps(x) for all x in VI A V2 and 
~4(x) = & for all x in V2 - (VI A IQ. For each production 5 + x in P:? let P&J + x) be 
the set of all rules et-,x’ having the property that there exist derivations 
6 *GI ‘**=SGIXand[‘=SGS” . +G3 x’, with the latter derivation coming from the 
former by ~3. Obviously P4(5+ X) is 5iaQe (possibly empty). Let G4 = 
( V3, x3, J’4, ~3)~ where P4 = Ut-.x in p2 P4(5 + XJ* 
Since f’ +$, x’ for each production t’-, x’ in P$, it follows that L(G4) c L(,G3). 
Consider the reverse containment. Let 83 : (73 +,c3 l l - +G3 y’ be ai derivation of a 
word y’ in L(G3). Let T3 be the derivation tree of 83. There exists a derivation 
&:~l=SG, * ’ l +c;l y, with derivation tree TX, which gives rise to 83 under ,UJ. By 
hypothesis, there exists an equivalent derivation $1: ~1 = 
y0 *Cl yl *Gr ’ l 1 +G1 y, = y and integers m (0) = 0, . . . , nz (3) = r such that 
Y,,(~) +G2 ym(r+l)l for each i < s. Now 2q3 is the derivation tree of’ &, arid 7’3 and TI are 
3 Two derivations are called equivalent if they have th? same derivation tree. 
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the s31ne when viewed 3s unlaoelled trees (since JUT is length preserving). Hence 63 
c13n be rearranged into an equivalent derivation 63 : ~3 = 
yl, *c;3 y; =9G, ’ l ” =b:, y: = Y’ so that yi is in p3(yj) for each j. Frolm the (definition 
of rules in P4, yL(i, +G4 yLlci+l) for each i C s. Hence ~73 +& y’, SO that L(G3) C 
LcG4). 
in the course of establishing oU lar gj’tirnmar form result we shall frequently 
e nooun iter the following type of situation: Given a grammar form GI = 
(VI, S, PI, CT), we cd! certain words of Vr variables, say x1 l l - xk, each xi in VI, is 
cahd the word variable [xl l l l .Q]. Various occurrences of such w’ords x1 l 0 l xk in 
productions of PI are replaced by the cor~b”~ __ --acnonbing word variables. The remsulting 
productions then comprise part of a set Pz. In addition, productions are added to P2 
which consist of the new word variables [xl l l * xk.] on the left, and on the right the 
result of replacing :,n y1 l l l yk some words by the corresponding word variables, 
wirere yi is either xi or zi, with xi + Zi in PI. We would like to say that S(G2) c 2’( GI), 
where G2 := (Vz, 2, P2, a), V 12 consisting of VI and the new variables. It turns out that 
in just about every reasonable situation, LliGz) = L(GI) (as grammars). 
Unfortunately, it i:; not necessarily true tha.t ,A!?(&) CZ(G1). For exam;ple, let 
G.I = ((6 ffl P, 4 61, {a, blS Pi, 0) and GZ = ({u, a, P, [@I, a, b), ia, b), P2, 4, 
where IP,=(a-*ap,a-*aa,P~pb,cr-,e,~~e} and .P2={cT+[c@],w+aly, 
p -+ fib, CE -* E, /3 -+ E, [@I+ a[a@jb, [c@]+ aar, [crp] + pb, [a@] + E ). The l;irst of 
thfe productions with [sup] on the left comes from CL’ + aa! and ,9 + pb. The others, in 
order, come from cy + LZCE and p + E’, c11+ e and 9 +b, and CI + e and1 p + E, 
respectively. Note that L(G2) = L(GI) = a*b? However, LE’(G2) c JZ(G1) ,is false, 
since4 LZtG2) = A?lin and JZ(G1) = R In the next two propositions, we present some 
hypotheses, arising in Section 3, which guarantee that Z(G2) c Y(G1). [The tech- 
nical me:ans of representing a word x1 . - . xk as a variable [x1 9 l 9 xk] is by a 
homomorphism h from V,* to VT, with VI c V2, in which h is the identity on VI and 
JtC[X! l l ” x,]) =x1 l l ’ XjJ 
The main special hypothesis in the first of the two forthcoming propositions is that 
there is no word variable 6 and derivation from 5 to some word 1w, involving only 
productions with word variables on the left, such that 6 occurs in w, The main special 
hypothesis in the second proposition is that each production in PI1 has at most one 
word variable on the right, and if the word variable appears it is the rightmost symbol. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G1 = ( VI, 2, PI, CT) and G2 = ( V2, C, P2, (T) bt-? grammar forms, 
with VI 5 V2. Suppose there iJ; no derivation 6 = wo *Gz w 1 =h, l l l _*‘G2 ivk such that 
<&in Vz-k/l,k~1_,eachwi3G2w i+t is determined by a production En ( V2 - VI) X 
vf (Vz-- &)V,*, and 8 is in wk. Furthermore, suppose there exists an E-free 
homomorphism h from V,* into VT with the following properties : 
ti) h(x)=xforallx in Vi; 
4 
J%, is the family of linear context-free languages and $2 is the family of regular sets. 
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(ii) for each production 5 + y in P2, with h(t) = x1 l * * x’,,!, each Xi in VI, there’ exist 
Yl ,...,ymin VFsuchthath(yj=yl***y,,eitherxi=yi~r~i+yiisin PI ifX,!i~in 
VI -2, and yi =XiifXiiSinZ; and 
(iii) for each derivation CT = wo + l 8 l + wr in G1, wr in Z’, there exist an equicalent 
derivation fl= 20 * 9 l l =$z,inG~,integersO=m(Oj~m~(3~)~ l 9 l sm(s)=r,andc 
derivation u = yo =+ 9 l 9 + ys in G:z such that h(yi) = f,(i) fbr all i, 0 s i G S. 
Then 
(a) E(G2) = L(GI) and 
(bj Z(Gzj c I. 
Proof. Consider (a). Using (ii) and induction on r, we immediately see that 
if v = nvo =+ l a l =+G2 w, = w, Y in V2 - 2 and w in Z*, 
then h(v) +)*G1 w. (*c) 
From (*j and (iii), (a) follows. 
Consider (b). Without loss of generality we may assume 5 + 6 is in G1 for alli 6 in 
VI -25. [Oltherwise, let G3 = (VI, C, P3, a>, where P3 - ?! u (5 + e 16 in VI - .Z). By 
Proposition 2.1 of [_3], S(G3) = Z’(GI). The hypothesis of the prop&M then holds 
for Gl replaced by G3.1 Without loss of generality, we may also ~.ssu.tnre that 
(1) h(t) is in (VI-E)‘for each $ in V&S, 
(2) 5 + y in 1& implies y is in (VI -Z)* u 2, and 
(3) 6 + y in P2 - PI implies y is in ( V2 - Z j*. 
[Otherwise, for each a in C let cyQ be a new variable. Let 5; be a homomorphis.m on 
Vz defined by g(e) = 6 for each 5 in V2 -2 and g(a) =: cya for each LZ in C. Llet 
G3 = ( C&S, P’j, a), where V3 = VI u{Q’, 1 a in 2) and P3 consists of the following 
productions: (‘:+ g(w) if 4 + w is in P 1, and ar, + ~11 for each a in C. Let G4 = 
(Vd, 2, P4, crj, Iwhere V4 = Vz u {cll, 1 a in 21 and P4 consist.!; of the following produc- 
tions: 6 -+ g(w) if 6 + w is in P2, and cya -, a for ezich a in X. Clearly ZZ(&T;~J = 9(G1) 
and S( G4j = Z’( Gzj. Let h’ be the E -free homomorphism f’rom Vs” into VT defined 
by h’(x) =x for all x in V3 and h’(x) = gh(x), i.e., h’(x) = g[h(x)], for .X in Vd- V3 = 
V2 - VI. Replacing G1 by G3, G2 by G4 and h by h’, we see that (i)-( iii) and (l.)-(3) 
hold.] 
In view of (ii) and (lj, we have 
(ii’) for each production e + y in Pzl there exist m a 1, r(l), . . . , @‘n’ in VI - !I, and 
J’l, . . . , y, in VT such that h(t) = &l’ . . . ltrn), h(y) = y1 l 1 n ym, and rci’+ yi is in 1’1 
foor each i. 
Now let (pi, G;), with G& = (Vi, C’, Pi9 i), be a length-preserving lmter- 
pretation of GzJ. By Proposition 1.1, it suffices to show Ithat L(G6) is in Z(C;;~)I~ For 
each e in V2 -2; and 7r in e’(k), let & be a new variable. ‘Let V$ = (& 15 3~ V,! --2, T 
in & (5)) u C’ and f the homomorphism fr0.m Vi* into V$ * defined by f (n j ::z & for 
each rr in VG --Z;‘, where qr is in &([j, and f(a) I= a for all a in C’. Let & be thle 
substitution on If,* definedi by & (a) = &(a ,t for al1 a in ,Z and & (4) = 
(& 1 TT in & (tj‘} for all e in V2 - 2. Let Gg = C V$ ,2’, P$ ) CI;~), where PZ =:: fU’i ). 
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Then (& , Gg j is a length-preserving interpr.:tation of G2 and L(Gi ) = L(Gb). 
(G; is merely a relabelling of G; to exhibit. the correspondence between the 
variables in G,” and those in G2.j Let Vr ‘--z X w P, J, in v,_s pi (5). Note that 
V; c Vg . From the second sentence of the hypothesis it follows that: 
(4) If z. +6$ z1 =+Gt; l n 9 :=i>Gt; zk = z for some k * 1 and some zo in Vg - V’; , 
and if each .zf 3~‘; Zi+l results from a production in (V,” --v’i jx 
(V5 l*(Vs - V’; )( V;’ j’#, then z. does not occur in z. 
L:et & be an element in V$ - Vt . Let -V(&) be the set of all words z in (V; )* 
such that & = zo+G’$ z1 3c/; l l l +G’; zk = Z for some k 2 1 and ~1, . l . , zk, 
where each zi + Zi+lp 0 s i < k, results from a production in (Vg - a/y j x ( Vg )*. 
By (3 I, 
z is in ( V’; - Z’)*. (3 
Esecause of (4), ci&) is finite. 
We now define a gramma; form (33 = (VI, C, P?, or) such that .Z’(G3) = Z’(Gi). 
Suppose & + ~11771)~~ l l l w, (Q,&,w~+~ is a production in Pg , where n 2 1, 6 is in 
VI -X, each wi is in ( V’; j*‘, and each qi is in Vz - ‘VI. Consider i, 1 ~j s n. Let 
!z(qi) =c# l l e a!:‘, each &’ in VI -2, and let uj be an arbitrary element in 
Y((qj),). By (51, vi = (~:i)),-~ l l l (x!:‘,,, ri 20, each (I),, in VY -2’. Since 
(J) 
ttt . . . a;) 3& xi’) l l 
(i) 
Y x I!‘, there exist words u\“, . . . , uk’ such that u 1 (i) 9 l l u pi = 
&; . ” ‘ti‘ 
l &I” and &‘I =$;, Us: for each k. Let 
(6) PO be the set of all ssch productions ty 2’ -D u(ki) obtained from all &, all 
productions &+ wi(~:),~ *b l 1 wn(qnjn2wntl in Pz , and all vi in Y((qj)mi). 
Finally, let P3 = P1 u PO. Then .Z(G3) = A?(GI) by Theorem 2.1 of [3]. TO complete 
the proof of the proposition, it suffices to show that L(Gg ) is in Z(G3) = ZZ(G1). 
‘We: now define an interpretation I3 = (~3” G$) of G3. Let m be the maximum 
number of occurrences of elements from \‘z - VI on the right side of the productions 
in Pz, and let’ no = max{lh(x )I 1 x in V2 - VI}. For each 5, i, 1, k and v, where 5 is in6 
V&E, Isi< #(P*), 1 sj c: m, 1~ k G no, and v is in LJ,, in vf; _v’i V(&), let (ijkv 
be a new symbol. Let pc3 be the substitution on VT defined by p3(a) = p$ (a) for 
each 1;1 in C and @s(5) = & (6) u {[iiku 1 all i, j, k, v} for each 5 in VI -22 Let PI be the 
set defined as follows. Number the productions in Pi from 1 to #(Pi ). Let 
& -+ w(qdn, l ’ ’ w,&&~w,,.+~, with n 2 1, $ in C-1 - XTeach wk in (VP j”, and each 
pi in V2 - VI, be the ith prod.uction in Pg . For each qj let h(vi) = &’ l * l a:‘, each 
. ,;” in VI 25. For every such production and every t)j in V((qj)wi), let 
6* -* Wl(~:“)illo~(~:l’)il~~~ l ’ l (~~~‘Iilp,u~WZ? l ’ l Wj(~?‘jijlvi (7) 
* * ’ ((yb:))ijp~viWj*l ’ l l Wn+l 
be in Ph. [Since & -) w 1(7& l . l wn ( ~,&,wn + 1 is in g g (&j, each type 7 production 
is in @I c p3(P3).] In addition, suppose vj = (K\~‘)~~ e l l (a$!‘),, rj 3 0, each (xv’),, 
5 For each word w, Iwl denotes its length. 
6 For each finrte set E, #(E) is the number of elements in it. 
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ti) in V’,‘-2’. As noted prior to (Q), there exist u 1 , . . . , upi 
Xi’) . . . x L;’ and a y’ *g, u 2’ 
(i) such that ui” . . I( ML:’ = 
for each k. Lget (u :“)‘, . . . , (a:‘)’ be words such that 
1(1#)‘I = lup’i for each k snd (uy’) l l l (ug’)‘= vi. Let 
be in Ph. [Note that a 2’ is in i/l -C and up’ is in ( VI --E)“, so that each type 8 
production is in ~#$J E p#$).] Let Pi = P& IJ (P$ n (Vy x (V;)*)), Vi -= a/‘,’ u 
UeinvI-Z p3(P),and G =WLX~L(T, t). Clearly (~3, G;) is an interpretation of 
G3. Also, it is a straightforward matter to see that L(Gi) = L(G:i ). Thus L(G;) = 
L(G$ ) = L(Gi) is in Z’(G,), completing the proof of the proposition. 
Finally, we have the second prc?osition. 
Proposition 2.4. Let GI ,-r (Vi, 2, PI, U) and G2 = ( Vz9 C, Pz9 CT) be gr[gmmaP, forms, 
with VIC VzandP&V2- 2) X VT [( V2 - VI) u Is}]. Suppose there elrists arrl e-free 
homomorphism h from V,” into VT such that 
(i) h(x)=xforallxin VI; 
(ii) for each 5 in Vz - C, there exist rnt 2 1, tr9 . . . , &, isi Vr (not nec~~ssarily 
variables), and kS, 1 c kE s rnt, with rke ftlllowing properties : h (6) = 51 9 l 9 p;t:,:, m-ui for 
every production 6 + y in Pzp there exist y 1, . . . , Y,,,~ in Vf such th W (4, )rct ( y ) = 
Yl ’ l l y,.,,&, ei= yi for ar’l i f f~,, 1 s i s m#E, and &, --* ykt is in7 PI, and (/B ) if y = y[)q, 
where yo is ir VT and 7 is in V2 - VI, then r/k, occurs in’ yk, ; and 
(iii) for each derivation u = wo * l l l 13 wr in G1, wr in E”, there exist an eqCvaknt 
derivationa=zo+* * l +zrin G1,integers O=m(O)~m(l)+ . l sm((s)=-r: anda 
derivatior; o = yo + l 3 l + y, in GZ WC~ that h (yi) = z,(i) for all i, 0 s i s S. 
Then 
(a) L(G2 = L(G1) and 
(b) WG2)GWd. 
Proof. The argument for (a) is the same as for (a) of Proposition 2.3. 
Consider (b). We may assume G1, G2 and h satisfy (I), (2), (3), anld (ii’) of 
Proposition 2.3. Let &, Giy = (Vi, X”, Pi, cr’), p. 2” , Gg = (Vg , C’, Pz , vu,), and t’y 
be as in Proposition 2.3. For each v in V,” - Vy consider the grammar9 G, = 
(V$ , V;’ , P3, v), where P3 = P$ n (( V$ - V[ ) x (Vz )*). Since the productions in 
P3 are right linear, L(G,J is regular. Hence there exists an fj:a A. = 
(IQ, VI, S,, po,, F’J such that T(A,) = L(G,). Without loss ofi, generality, we may 
assume that KY n Kve = 8 for all v # v’ in Vz - b’: . 
’ Thus,~+h(y)isinP1if~isin VI-Z:ande+yisinP2. 
a That is, if h(y) =x1 - * . x, = x1 . - - x,,ql * - * qk, - l l qm,, each xI in ‘VI, then yko = x, * * a x, folrsurne i 
andj, icp+k,cj. 
9 The elements in Vy -.E are in VW-j S:, and thus, theoretically, not in Xc’,. This difficulty can be 
avoided by using marked copies of elements of V’; -25 which are irr Z,. The present symbnllisnl is 
employed because of its simplicity. 
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We now construct an interpretation (cc, G; ) of G1. FCK each e in VI - 2, s in 
U 8’ j#j t”$ - 1,“; #I,,, and u in (1”; )*, with lu 1 =G max{lh(a )I \ct in Vz - VI}, let &’ be a new 
variable. Let h be the substitution on C* deffned by p(a) =: pi (a) for all a in C and 
for all & in V1 -- C. Let g be the homomorphism from ( Vy - L’)* to (Vz - 25)” defined 
by g&J = 4 for every element S, in V; -22 Let Gi = (g( VI -3;) u Z’, 2, Pi, a,#), 
where Pi consists of all productions in Pg n (( Vy - 2’) X ( Vy )*) and the f:ollowing: 
(1) Suppose 5, + yq,, is in Pg , where Ty is in Vs -2 and q- is in Vg - Vi . Then 
Pet 
where w is in & (~1 l l l qk,-l), v is in I& &,,+I l l l q,,.,,), and s = S,,,(po,,,, w). 
[This production is a;l interpretation of e-) g(y)h(q), which is in PI. 
Also, I~~1~l~h(~r))/arnax{lh(a)lIa in Vz- V,}.] 
(2) Suppose 5, + yoq,, is in P,” , where & and 7, are in Vi - V’; . Then 5 + y is i; 
P:, where ]V =: g(y&. By (ii), qk,, OCCUfS in ykbe Thus ykb = X1 l l * Xj-lT)k,Xj * l l xl9 
whereeachxi isin VI, laid, I~!& l~+++l.Thenlet 
for each s in jJrin vT;_v’; 1y.,, w in gg (J. 1 l . l x,-l), u in ps (xi l l XI), and u in 
p; (Sk,+1 l a ’ &,J, where p is such that s is irl Kp. [This production isan interpretation 
of & -9 ykS which is in PI. ~tko, xi l = l x&k,+ 1 l . l gm, = Tk,+l ’ ’ 9 rim, since 5 -) g(y0)rl 
is in F12. Thus trot’ is in p $ (xi l l l X&L z (&+I l l l &J = p g (qk,+ 1 l l * q,J, SO that 
Ic~+Smax(~h~~~)IIrr in Vz- VI).] 
(3) Supposle 5, + yo is in P$ , where 4; 6 in Vg - Vr and yo is in (V’; )*. Then 
g(y0) z= h(g(y,o)) = yl l l l y& l l l ynt6. k&:nce there exist y;, . . . , y& such that 
Yi l l * Yitq = Yo and Iy:l= Iyi! for each i. Then for each s in UTin v’;__V’; K7 and u in 
PZ (&,+ 1 - l * &J, let 
if S&S, Y&Y) is in F,, where p is such that s is in KP. C’Ihis production is an 
interpretation of Sk6 + ykE, which is in 431. Also, lu 1 c jh ([)I s 
max{l/2 ((Y)\ [ QI in V2 - Vl}.] 
Cleady G!; is in %(Gl). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that L(G\ ) = 
Z(Gs ). It is easily seen that L(Gg ) c L(Gi ). Consider the reverse inclusion. Let w 
be an element of L(G: ), say o,, =+G; - . l +Gf w. By the constr &ion, there exists an 
equivalent derivation 
a’g# 2z WO*$i W1=$3iT;i l ’ *g[ Wr=lV, 
esach wi in (Vf -XI)*, such that each ~q =+* Gi wit1 is either (cu) realized by one 
produckn in P$ n (( V;’ - 2Yj X (Vr )*), or (p) for some p in V$ - Vy 9 is realized 
by a sequence of productions whose left and right sides contain exactly one variable 
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of the kind &‘, s in KP and (5 in VI -- 2, except for the left side of the first pr aduction 
and the right side of the last .production. We shall show that 
for each d. 
Let i be an arbitrary integer, 0 < i s t - I ,, Obviously (*;p holds in case Q. Consider 
case @. From (l), (2), and (3), Wi *>, ?I Wi+l is realized by a derivation 
where&+yoPisinPs ,~?,v,~?o,rrl,. . . , ~~,t*i,. . , vn y arein(V’; )“,s =S, @cl,,, ~1) 
p = s,(Po,, Ul ’ * ’ &), and s,( p, yu, ’ ’ . u,jisinF,, Thus8,(Pop, ~1 l 11 l cdryvr * 1 l uljis 
in FP, so that ui l l 8 uryv, l l 1 vl is in L(GJ., Therefore p +)*; u1 l * * &YJ.& * l l VI. 
Since &+ YOP is itl P2N , u&v = Wi 3,‘; UYOPV- Consequently 
wi +G: UYOPV +$t> Wi_rl, and (*) holds. 
From (*) it follows thalt a,+ +g; w. Therefore w is in L@z ) and L(G’, ) G’ LCG2” 1. 
Hence L(Gi) =L(Gg ), and 2%3&2’(G1). 
3. Main grammar form result 
In this section we establish our grammar form theorem. To do this, we need eleven 
preliminary lemmas. Each concerns the existence of a grammar form G2, with certain 
prescribed properties, which is equivalent to a given grammar form Gl. 
To simplify the statements of many of the lemmas we combine a number of 
properties satisfied by the forms under discussion into the following concept,. 
Definition. A grammar form G = (V, C, P, u) is said to be conditianed if 
(i) o + E is the only yossible E -rule, 
(ii) CT does not occur on the right-hand side of any production, 
(iii) there is no variable e such that 5 =$ 6, and 
(iv) .9’(G) = 5!$zG). 
In the next eleven lemmas an arbitrary nontriviA grammar form is converted to an 
equivalent one in fwhiclr each production is eit:ler terminal or of the shape 5 --p 
lu& w& where w 1, ~‘2 are terminal words of pseassigned length r, s respectively 
and &, & are variables. This is done by modil’ying the original grammar form, 
step-by-step, as follows: 
(1) Make the grammar form conditioned. 
(2) Remove left rec:l:rsicn. 
(3) Make each non ;: -rule begin with a termiinal symbsi. 
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(4) Make each rule which is not terminal begin with a terminal word of 
preassigned length. 
(5) Eliminate terminal words between variables. 
(6) Reduce the number of variables in each production to at most two. 
(7) Make each rule which is not terminal be of the shape 6 + w&u or 8 + 
w+v&, where wl, w2 are terminal words of length m (preassigned) and u is a 
terminal word. 
(8) Eliminate rules of the shape 5 + w l&u, where u is a non E-terminal word of 
length less than m, m as in (7). 
(9) Eliminate rules of the shape 5 + WI & ~2, w2 non E. 
(10) Require rules of the shape 6-f w&w2& to have w1 and w2 of preassigned 
lengths t and s resp. 
(11) Eliminate right linear rules. 
We start by converting the grammar form to an equivalent conditioned one. 
Lemma 3.1, Each nontrivial grammar flwrn G1 has an equivalent conditionlzd 
grammar form G2. , 
Proofa Let GI = (VI, 2, PI, aj. By Proposition 1.2, we may assume that .JZ(Gl) = 
&&&). Thus cl 32, E. To obtain G2, we first construct some intermediary 
grammar forms haying some of the properties required of G2. 
Let 4;;s = (C’s, yV 6 P3, u3), where g3 is a new nonterminal, If3 = VI u {u3}, and P3 
consists of U-~ -+ ul, g3 + e, and the following: .$ + w is in P? if w # E and there is a rule 
6 --, y in PI such that w is the result of deleting zero or mere occurrences of variables 
intheset{vin V1-~~v~~ ’ E in G1). (This is essentiaily Algorithm 2.10 of [l] sina: 
ccl +& E.) It is known [1] that L(G3) = L(Gl), CF~ + E is the only e-rule in G3, and u3 
does not occur on the right hand side of any production of P3. (Thus GJ is the e-free 
grammar form obtained from G1, together with a new start variable ~3, and exactly 
one e-rule, ~3 + E, to account for CT~==& E.) 
It is straightforward tc prove that Z(G3) = ZZ(G1). Indeed, let Gd = (VI, C, P4, CTI), 
where P4 = P3 -1~3 + (71, ~3 + E}. Sin:: G1 !s nontrivial, so is 4;s. From this, it 
immediately follows that Z’(G3) = .Z(G.J. Since 5 =&, w for each rule 8 + w in P4, 
T(Gd) s Z’(G1) by Proposition 2.1. Consider the reverse containment. Since @I is 
no P=rrivial, 5?( G1) is a full principal semi A FL [3]. Similarly, s( GJ is a full principal 
semi-AFL. Hence [6]S’(G~) = {L, L u (F~.IL an E -free language in Z(G1)) and 
Lf’(Gh) = {L, L u {E) 1 L an E-free language in Y(G4)). To verify that A?(Gl) E .Z(GJ, 
and 5us Z(G3) = .Z(G4) = 2’(G1 j, it therefore sufi~:cs to Show that each e-free 
language in Z?(GI) is in s(G,). Let L be an E-free language in Z(G1). Then 
L, = L(Gi ): for some grammri--G; = rJ& 2”, Pi, cri ) in $(Gl). Let G6 = 
“) 7’ kv I,4 E’, AW,;p ~-i j, where pt. 4 consists of &:dules 6 + w, w # E, such that for some rule 9,. 
6 -+ y in Pi, w is the result of deleting zero or :riore oeicurrences from y of variables in 
tf?e set (2~ in Vi -2’1 u *& E }. It is known [5] that L(Gk) = L -{E) = L. From the 
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definition of Gd, it is clear that Gi in C!?(Gl) implies G!: is in %( G, ). Thus L is in 
JZ(Gd), so .Z(Gl) = .S?(G,) = 9(G3). 
Now let Gz = ( VJr C, Pz, CQ), where P&J = (5 + w 1 w not in VJ -2, 
5 &, Y +G3 w for some u in V/; -4) f3r each 5 in Vg 4, and P? = IJ, in “3-x P*(t). 
By Algorithm 2.11 of [lb L(G2) = t(G3). Furthermore, ~3 + E is the only g-rule in 
GZ5 ~3 does not occur on the right-hand side of any production in Gz, and there are 
no variables cy, p in ‘15 4 such that a! 3+ p in GZ. By Repositions 2.1 and 2.2, it 
follows that 9(Gz) == +Z(G3). 
To see that G2 is conditioned,, it sukes to show that .A?iGJ = A?& G,). Since 
%‘(G,) = SC@,), it is enough to prove that each language L in Z?(Gl) is in Z&P(GZ). 
Let L be in A?(G1). Since A?(Gl) =-IpLp(Gl), there exists G’I = (k 1, C’, St;, ai) in 
SLp(GI) such that L =I L(G\ ), Let Gi = (Vi, C’, Pi, a:), where cr$ is a< new variable, 
Vi = Vi ~..r {CT;}, and P; consists of ~5 + cr\, a$ + E if CT\ =$; E, and the Mlowing: 
6 + w is in Pi if w i E and there is a rule 6 -) y in Pi such that JVQ is the result of 
deleting zero or more occurrences from y of variables in the set {Y in, V’, -- 2’ 1 v +* .E 
in 6;). Then [l] L(Gi) = L(G’, ). Clearly Gi is in +!&(G3). 
Nsw let Gi be the grammar owtained from Gi as Gt from G3. Then UC; 1 =z 
L(G$) and Gb is in &_P(GZ). 
We next convert the grammar form to one which is not ‘left recursive’* 
Definition. A grammar (form) G = ( V, C, P9 u) is Ze,O recursive if there is a variable f
such that 6 ++ 6~ for some w in V? 
Observe that if G is not left recursive then no grammar in Y&(G) is left recursive4 
Lemma 3.2. Each nontrivial grammar form 51 llas an equivalent ccl/y &coned 
grammar form G2 w&h is not left recursive. 
Proof. By Lemma 3. I, we may alssume that G i is conditioned. To obtain GZ from 
G1, we now give a procedure which is essentially the same used to e’!irreinate 1c:ft 
recursion from context-free gratmmars [ 11. Thle CL -# ‘ication arises in proving t’aiat 
=%GI) = =W32) = 9idG2). 
Let GI=(V&P1,o) and \+-Z:={&,. . . ,&), with &=a. Let &, *. .,& be 
new variables and & = G1, For 1 s i <: r s I suppose Gi = ( vj, C, pi, u) ira a condi- 
tioned grammar form so that: 
(a) s(ei) = I; 
(b) Vi = Vlu{g)2sj<ii; 
l&9 if i s i and & 31 &y for some y in VT and some k, then k > j; .a_ 
(d) no sf is the first symbol on the right-hand side of any production in Pi (SO that 
no 5 is left recursive). .“_ 
We shall define G, = ( vr, X, & a) to satisfy (a)-(d) for i = r. Then G, rvi!l be: 
defined by induction. By (b), (c), (d), and the fact that Gi is conditioned, di will not be: 
left recursive. 
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:Let G; = (>,_l <zzz (~,-+ 2, Pi, a). For s c r suppose that G: = ( vr-i, C, Pi, g) is a 
conditioned grammar form satisfying (a)-(d) (where i = r - 1). In addition, suppose 
LL.*C LLJ’S b 
(e) & + &y, for some y in 3F-1 and some f, implies t 2 s. Let Gr + 1 = 
(r:‘,_ i., C, a:+~, u), where 
u (6’ + wy i & + Eiy in Pi, [i + w in Pi, for some i < r}. 
By (c) and (e), if & + &y is in Pi+1 for some y in eF-1 and some t, then t 2 s c 1. 
CiearIy G’,.+i satisfies (b) and (d) (where i is r - 1). By Proposition 2.1, 9(G:+1) c 
P(Gi). On the other hand, it is straightforward to see that J&J(G:) c Z&G:+1 ), 
%.,‘hence Z’l(G:+l) = .&P(G:+_l) = S(Gi) = Z’(Gl), i.e., G:+l is conditioned and 
satisfies (a). [Indeed, let L be in S’r_P(GL). Then there exists a length-preserving 
irsferprztati.on (JA’, G’) of G: such that L = L(G’). Let G’ = (V’, X’, P’, a’). Let 
G” z { t”, Z’, P”, d). where 
\i (Y 4 ff_~‘y’ i y -* vy’ in P’, v + 0’ in P’, y in p’(&), v in p’(&), 
Let 
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(3) y+u acdy’ + u, if y + u is in P: ; 
(4) n;+ y’w, if r+yw is in Pi; 
(5) n,, -+ S,w, if w + s”w is in P:; and 
(6) q+u,if 7r+u isinP:. 
Let & = (G:, Z’, FL, CT), where 9: = 
I?: = (a: - JL : (fir)) u u 
Vi w{yr% w,, y’, w’lall w, y it’r &(&I} and 
and 6: is in $&(G:), 
yin cL;cd) P:(y). Et is straightforward to see that L&) = L(G:)i 
For each y in CL: (5;) let P;(y) consist of the following productions (where S, 8, u, 
and w are as above): 
(7) y’+w,if y+y’w is&:; 
(8) y’+ wy’, if y’+ y’w is in P: ; 
(9) P, --, wy’, if y’ + 7rYw is in rS: ; 
(10) vY-+ w, if y+?r,w is in 3:; 
(11) y+tiy’, if y’+u is in Pi; 
(12) y+u, if y+u is in P:; 
(13) y’+ wn;, if q-* y’w is in li:; 
(14) 8, + WQ if q, + S,w is in p: ; and 
(15) y + UV,, if rr, + u is in P:. 
Le; 0: =(P:,S’,P’:,rr) where P:=IP:-~~(~~))vU~~~~:(&)~:(~). Then L(G:)- 
L(G: j and 6: is in &(d,). Thus Z&G:) c &P@‘>. 
To complete the proof of (*), by Proposition 1.1 it sufhces to verify that A@‘&~,) c: 
,ZJG:). Let L be in Z’,&‘). Then there exisl s a length-preserving interpretation 
ifi:, &) of G, such that L =E,(G:j. Let G: == (vi, J”, FL, CT). For each y in &S:(&) and 
v 3 P, p, : (&) let w,, be a new variable. Let V: = V: u(n; ly in &:(5,jV v in &j&i. For 
_,.;ck y in $(I; ,> 1 A P:(y) consist of the following productions (where 72, S are in A?
&/&); II in &({,?4i 11 c Icm)), and w in S:({wi(l s~sFz})): 
Cl61 Y.‘l; --+ u, if y -3 zm is in P: ; 
(1%) *y+ti? d; y”*u i? in 5’ ‘; 
Using ah,;: previous iemma we nolw show that each nontrivial grammair form is 
equiv:ilent to on\;: in which the :*ight-hand side of each non E: production begins with a 
kXminrrl symbolI.. 
Proof. 42~ kmma 3.2, we may assu~z that G1 is conditioned and not left recursive. 
For each grammar form 47 = (Vi 219 P, Q) let T(G) be the set of all varizbfes y in 
Let GI be a nontt-ivial, conditioned gramm(ar forem which is not left 
rclc:uLrsive . 1Ef r(C&) has at most m elements, nr a posfti;te in’,eger, then 
pthere exkts 8n eycivatemt, nontrivial, conditioned grammar form Gz, t*) 
which is no& XeO recursive, such that r!@z) I?as at most m - !. 
eleinents. 
Now for f<wery variable y in VI - r( Glj, 
Ci) each pioduction In P22p not c -+ E, with y or? tkc left s%e is of the &ape y + at, 
trrith a 3 C, and 
(ii) there is at feast one pfoductim with y on the left side (since C& is retfuced, 
nanttS& anQ conditioned). 
The previous re4t ass;_‘~ts that r:ach production with a nonkrminal 3n thli: right 
*sitde begin?; its right side with c7 te;fminal. The next rcsuBt ssys that for ells ~~:rsit.ive 
integer PZ we can find a grammar E:irrn in *Nhich each pro&dwtism Y-MY a nonterminal 
on the right side begins its right side wirh a terminal word csf length v,$. 
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Pro&:, N%hout loss of generality we may assume that (e31 satisfies the conclusion of 
Lem,ma 3.3. Let Gl= -G$ and SuppoSe l$ = C Yl, 2, Pi, cr) is defined for each .i = 
1 9.“) P so that it is equivallent to dl, is conditioned,, and satisfies (*) for FPZ = i. f%r 
each rule 5 3 y in & let PrA1<[ -p, y) = (5 + y} if y is in X*. If y contains a variable, !;ay 
y = tvvz, wit11 w a terminai word and Y a variable, let &I@ -$ y) = {e + wxz 1 v + ;Y ic 
&}. Let cr+* = ( V, 2C, &. !. u), where pr+l = I, JF+$ ia pr pr ,-I (5 -, y ). By P*raposician s 
2.1 and 2..2, it readily f&iows that .Z(%l) =.S?(& =4?(6$+~). Clearly, ea& rule in 
d,+l sat&Lies (*) for m = I’ -+ 1. To complete the.argument ia sufkes to show that C?,+ 1 
is conditioned. Obviously, it is enough to verify tM ?&_p( @,+I) = S(C?&.~) I( 
We tfext obtain 2 conditioned grammar form so that each production wit11 a 
nontersGna.1 on the right side has the properties that 
C,ij the terminal word up lo the first variable is of length at least HZ, ancl 
(ii) no terminal ies to the right of any terminal. 
each production 6 + y, y not in Z;*, is of the shape 6 + ryz, where NJ is 
in S”E’” and i is in (Vz-Z)? (:5;j 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G1 satisfies the cor,slusion of 
Lemma 3.4. For each a in X, let SY~ be a new variable and let V2 = VI u (aa 1 Q(~( in Zg}. 
Fm ea& x&z C p y in -Fyi let P# + y) = (6 -9 y} I.1 j: is a terminal word. Suppose 
Y = WPZ, where w is in 2?X*,visin VI-E,arndrisin V;k.Lety’=uE’f’,w~el~~r’is 
obtained from z by azplac+q each terminal a b?: cllO, and let P&$ + y) = [ 5 + y’}. Lea 
JO? = Lie,, in PI PT(t+ y) u (ar, + R 1 a in Zj. BY rrs,-iesitions 2.1 and 2.2, Z{Cr:?) z 
2E’iSj). Clearly & satisks (*:i. 
The next lemma pcxqits us to reduce the maximum rlumber of ~c~wren~~e~~~ 0% 
variables on the right-&and side to two. 
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Dl&r&ioa. For positive integers m and k, an (m, k) grammar [form ] is a condition4 
gram:,ts:rar [fo m] G = ( V, C, P, a) in which each production 6 -* y, y not in S*9 is of t ‘he: 
sha(,le & + wz, where w is in .x’“X* and z is a word iw (V-.X)+ of length at most k. 
Lcnrma 3.& For each pcsitiwe integer m and each norbvial grammar form there exists 
ar: tqkiualent (m, 2) gram.vw form. 
PJrOUdl Let G1 = ( V1, 27, PI, g) be a nontrivial gralmmar form and m a positive 
integer. By Lemma 3.5, we may assume that G1 is conditioned and each production 
4 + 11, y not in Z*, is of the shape [ + wz, where w is in X2”%* and z is in ( VI -4)‘. 
Let n = max{ft] 1s -+ wz is in PI, w in 2?‘X*, z in (VI -S)*}. Then G1 is a (2m, n) 
grammar form, We first show 
For each k, 3 6 k s IZ + 1, there exists an equivalent (to G1) 
Qm, k - ‘) grammar form. 
(*! 
CMiously t*) is true For k = n + 1. By induct i o n, it sufhces to prove that if G1 is a 
(%rtz ,I; ) grammar form, k 2 4, then there exists an equivalent (2m, 1: - 1) grammar 
for~t. SuppoSe A?( t3n )= .5&F_, Zc- denoting the family of all context-free languages. 
bet t~ be some symbol in C and G2 = ((u, a} US, X, Pz, CT), where Pz = 
( t7 **I 41 ‘?.Y, a -+ a2maa, a -, a). Obviously G2 is a (Zm, k - 1) grammar form and, by 
T’!a~:or=em 2.2 of [3’j, Z’(Gz) = .Z&. Thus we may assume that Z(G1) f: .9&. Clearly, 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that Gj is reduced. By Theorem 2.2 of [3J 
an4 the fact that G1 is con&itoned, 
there is no variable 6 with the property that 6 +* w&w&~3 
for some wl, ~2, w3 in V?. 
(**i 
‘C”hc follfDwing was n;&d in Theorem 3.1 of [3]. “Let = be the reiation on k/l - 2 
detined by e = q, c and q in VI -2, if ,$ &$, xlvyl an,d q &, x&y2 for some x1, yl, 
~2, y.! in VT. Then =i is an equivalence relation. For variable v let [v] be the 
equivalence class containing v. For each equivalence class C let & be a distinguished 
element of C, with 4 eal:= cr, and let % = {& 1 C an equivalence class}. Let P’ be t.he set 
of those peroductions obtained by replacing each occurrence of each variable v in 
dz a& production of PI by &,,+ Let G’ = ( V’, C, F’, a) where V’ = S ~2’. Then G’ is 
a sequential grammar form” which is equivalent o Gl.” It is trivial to see that G’ 
is a (2m, a) grammar form.. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that 
G is a sequential grammar form, with rank function say p. 
Let G2 = (V2, X, P2, g), where V2 = VI v ([&I 16; q in VI - (3 v(r :*})I, and P2 
corrsists o.F’ the following productions (with w in .X*, [t+J ix3 V2 - VI9 atrd each & in 
Vi --(C u*[a}): 
IZ) Ifd3w51*.*~j,~~i(k,isinP1,thenitisalsoinPZ. 
4 grammar (form) G = ( V, E, P, 09 is called sequential if there is a one-to-one function p called the 
ra& functio;?, from ‘V--P into the positive integers, such that p(q) ap(e) for ali 6, q in V -2 in which 
tkre is a products. ’ .F -, xqy in P. 
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(2) If t-, Iv& ’ ’ ’ & is in J’I, then 54 W& * * l 6-1[G(i+i]tJi+2 l l l fk is in P;I, vllr~~cre i 
is the smalle:st integer i’ such that r # tip and ,$ # tip+*, [Since k > 4 and (w) fjolds, ~0 
that & occuns at most once on the right side of the production, i exists.] 
(3) For each [&I] in V2 - VI and c + w& l l l ti in PI, 1 sj < k - 2, [&I -+ 
w& l . l &J is in P2. 
(14) For ealch [&jj in V2 - VI and 6 + w& l l l &_I in PI !, 
(a) if &-I = 5, then [&jJ+ w[&&] l l l &- 1~ is in Pz; [Note that & f 6 and 
e24 &I 
(b) if &-I f 6, then [&I+ w& l l l [&1q] is in Pz. 
(5) For each [I&] in V2 - VI and 6 + w&, 9 - l & in PI, let i be the smallest i:lteger ” 
suchthatSf5i~.LetSk+I=~.Then[~~~,,],-*cvrt*.*i~~~,+11~*.C~i~~*1.1*‘*!‘ri.~*isin. 
P2, where j is the smallest integer j’ such that j’ ‘r i + 1 and sit f 6, [Since i := 1, or 2, 
k 3 4, and (**) holds, j exists and is at most k.] 
(6) For each [&I in V2 - VI, 8 + u, u in E*, and 7 + wqI l . . qr, each q1 i!q VI - 2: 
and aa0, 
(a) if r<k -1, then [&]+~w~l * - l ‘7r is in P2; 
ib) if r = k, then [&jJ+ UWQ~ l * l ~r-i[~i~i+~j~i+2 - a 0 qk is in Ps, where i is the 
smallest intpger i’ such that q # vi! and q :f qi’+l. 
Let L be irl 5$p(G1) -9’(G1). Then E = L(Gi) for some Gi in C$p(GI), Con- 
structing G; i;drn Gi as G2 was from G1, we see that Gb is in Y&KY :. F;:-thermare, 
it is easily seen that L(G$) = L(Gi). Thus .-5?(Gi) =&p(Gl) c.&p(G;!) cA?(G2j0 It 
remains $0 establish the reverse inclusion, i.e., A?‘( G2) E .Y(Gl). This will prove that 
G2 is a (2~2, k - 1) grammar form and t&a,t .A?(Gz) == A?(G& 
Let !I be the E -free homomorphism on V,* defined by h(x) = x for a,11 x irr VI and 
M&]) = & for all [&] in V2 - Vt. Obvioasly conditions @-(iii) of Proposition 2.3 
hold. Let 
be some derivation in G2, with P 3 1 and each yi =+cz yr .L 1 determined by some 
production in ( V2 - VI) x V> ( V2 -- VI) Vg . To invoke Proposition 2.3 and thereby 
complete the proof of (*), it sufices 20 show that [&jj is not in yI. Let [$$I be ?n 
element of Vz-- VI occurring in yr. By cdbserving the d rivation tree of (***>I, it 
follows that there exists a derivation 
such that [s’s’] occurs in y: and for each i, 3~: +Gz y:+l is determined by a production 
vi Z [[i;)i] + ’ ’ ’ [~i+:~i+l] ’ l l 9 with [&q] = [E’q’]. Suppose all vi are of typfi: 4 or 5, 
i.e., none are of type cib. Then p(ti) Q&+1) flsr every i, 0 s i s s -.- 1. Thus p(&) c 
p(&), SO that [&qJ# [&&J. Suppose a! least lone ni is of type 6b. t,et I be 
the smallest integer I’ such that *i~!f is of type 6b. Since G1 is sequential, 
min-M&A pb70HW17d ad minb(&d p(w+d~ minb(&), ph)l. By %W md 
the sequentiality of GI, &q&&&1) and p(q&+(q+l). Hence m~n{p(&A, 
pg?$} K L 1 ‘ cq -ir+r[p(&), P(Q)}, so that [&,qo] $ [&Q]. This completes the proof of (s*) 
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Having established (:*)I,, we may assume that G1 is’ a (21m, 3) grammar form. Let 
Gz = ( V, .Zs Pz, a), where Vz = V14[w&III w in E”, 5, 37 in VI 4) and & consists 
o: the following productions (with L; En 1c*, w, WI in J?“Z*, w2 in .E”, and &, 62, & in 
IJ, -C): 
(7) If 5 3 lil is in PI, tthen it is also in & 
0 &j kin fr, lCjs2 , then it is ,alSo in &. 
is in PI, then t+ w~[w&&& and [W&I&]-+ ++J;‘[i& me 
in Pz. 
It is readily seen ,that he hypotheses of Proposition 2.3 hold for the homomor- 
phism h defined by h (x) ,.F x for all x in VI and h ([ w&e2jj = wj& for all [w& 623 in 
V2 - Vi. Hence Z’(Gzj s LE’(GI). As in the argument after (6), it foIllows that 
,p( Gr ) G 9r_P(G2) I Z’(G2). Heitce 9( (72) = 9r~(G2) = 9’( Gl). Obviously 
remaining properties for being an (m, 2) grammar form. Hence G2 
conclusiion of the lemma. 
We next convert a grammar form to one in which each production has at most two 
les on the right, and each variable has a terminal word of length at least m 
immediately to its left. 
IAMW 33, For each positive integer m and each nontrivial grammar form: there xists 
an equivaknt conditioned grammar form G2 = ( V2, .Z, l-3, a) such that each produc- 
tion is either of !he shape 
(a) e+ u, with u in Z’*, 
$9) $+ w&u, with WI in F%*, & in V2-2, and u in Z”, or 
(7) 6-g w&w&, with ~1, w2 in C”X* and [I,& in V2-C. 
Prook Let G1 = ( VI, C, PI, a) be th e given nontrivial. grammar form. By Lemma. 
3.6, we may assume that Gl is a (2m, 2) grammar form (and thus conditioned). Let 
6; = ( V2, C, P2, a), where I72 = VI u {[w&5231 w in X”, &, 52 in VI - (C u (0))) and 
p& consists of the followitllg rules (with 51 952, &, & in VI - (2 LJ {CT}), ~1, w3 in xmz*, 
w;, w; in JY, and ~fc in .Z*): 
(bj &-,u, if &+u is in PI. 
. 
(2) k- w&r If 6 + w& is in PI. 
(3) f‘-, wr[w&&], if @ w&&&2 is in PI. 
(4) Cw&521 + w&u, if &+u is in &. 
(5) [w$&]-9 w&w3&, if &+ ~353 is in PI. 
(6) Iw~5‘l~2ld~~'aS1~13[~;~3~~1, if52+ww&&isinP1. 
Obviously each production in G2 satisfies (cY), (p) or (1~)~ By the usual argument, 
I z ?E’~.P( Gr)c .Z’&G2) s Z’(G2). By Proplosition 2-4, Z’(Gi) or I. Thus 
~(GI j == 9?( G2 j = 9+&1[32) and G2 is conditioned. 
We now transform the grammar form into one where e:ach production is either 
terminal, right linear, linear, or binary, with the terminal word, to the left of each 
variable, od length at least m. 
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Lemmlna 3AB. For each positive integer m and each nontrichl grammar form there ex i’sts 
an equivalent conditioned grammar form G;! = ( Vz, 2. Pit, g) each of whose produc’m 
tiorrs is either of the shlape 
(,ar ) [ + u, with u in X”, or 
@)I 53 w&l, 6-) w&w2, or [+ w&w&, where ~1, wz are in CT? and &, & 
are in V2 - C. 
Pmof. Let G1 = (VI, -C, PI, a) be the given nontrivial grammar form. We ma’/ 
assume that G1 satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 3.7., Let G2 = I[ V2, CN Pz, $, 
where V/2 = VI ~;{[y]( y in VI - (25 u{u}), w in IJZi’ Xi) and P2 consists of the 
foli(owing rules (with u in E*, z-41, 242 inZ’, lull < p1;1:, WI 1~2 in JX*, 4; in VI 45, and 
‘Y, ~1~ 2 in VI -G ubl>: 
(i) [+u, if @u is1 in PI. 
(2) 69 wIyl, if &+ wl’yI is in PI. 
(3) t-) w1y1w2y2, if 53 w1yw2y2 is in PI. 
(4) r-, wlylw2, if &+ wlylw2 is in PI. 
(5) &+ HQ[Y~UJ, if &+ k+‘lyluj is in PI- 
(6) [yul]+ wlylw2~y2ul), If ~+w1~1~2~2iSin Pl. 
(7) [yu+ wl[ylu2ul], if ?I+ w1yiu2 isin PI and Iu2r4I<m 
(8) [yu+ wlylu2ul, if y+ ~1~1~42 is in PI and luzu:1 a:“,. 
(9) [yu+ h2u1, if ‘y -3 k~2 is in PI. 
Then G2 satisfies the cons:lusion of the lemma by the usual argument and 
Proposition 2.4. 
We next eliminate the linear productions I(although st:ili retaining the right linear 
ones). 
Lemma 3.9. For each positi;)e integer In and each nontriviA grammar form thtre exists 
an equivalent conditioned grammar form G2 = ( V2, Z, Ps, U) each of whose pr~du~- 
tions is either of the shape 
(CY) ~+u,uinZ*,or 
(8) 59 w& or s&-+ w&w232, P: with ~1, w2 in C”.E* altd &, 52 in V2- C. 
Proof. Let G1 be the given nontrivial grammar form. ilve may assume th;_pt 6’1 
satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 3.8 for m + 1 s For each element a in C let a z be a 
new variable.# Let G2 = (Vz, Cp Pz, o), where V2 = Vi CI \eu, 1 a in X) and P2 ccnskts 
of the following productions (with a in 2, w [, w2 in ZZm+‘21-“, and(1 in VI ---X)*, 
(1) 6 + y, if 6 + y is in PI and y is not sf khe shape w & ~2. 
(2) LYE + a, for each a in X 
(3) 53 W1SI&Ra, if 5-3 w&+&a irs in PI, with wi! in C”6”. 
Clearly G, = (V2,X, Pz, a) has the desired properties. 
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The ne:c.t transformation yields a grammar form for which the terminal word in 
each linear rule is of a given length wa, and the two terminal words in each ‘binary rule 
is of given ‘lengths r and s respectively. 
Lemma 3.10. GiuS ii . -bv ‘“7 Z= 1, 0 s r, s s m, and a nontrivial grammar ,form, thr?re xists 
an equivalent con&tioncd grammar form Gz = ( V2, 2, Pz, o-p-) each of phase prodwc- 
lions is e,ir%czr of the shape 
(n) &+u!,, u in X”, 
(p) 69 w&, with w1 in Xv1 and& in V/2-C, or 
(y) t+ ~1& w&, with w1 in S’, w2 in .X’, aitd 61, & in V2 4. 
Proof. Let G, = (VI, &, PI, (2) be the given grammar form. We may assume that 
Gr satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 3.9 for 3fn + 1. Let t = max()w~~, Iw;!l, 
wyll@ 1v~i3w~5~ in PI, v+ w& in PI, WI, w:!, ~‘3 in Z*, 61, 52, e3 iin 
v, - 2). eet 
Vi! = z 
i=2m-tl 
Z’, 5 in V1 - I:C u {cr})] 
J[w&2]Iw in’zY,&in &-(Zk~{rr))) 
c i=l 
and ,172 consiists of the following productions (with u in X*, wi in Z’, ici* ‘; irl Z*, wi in 
TQ rvi in X*, w; in X”, -9 and &, & in VI -(SU{CT}): 
(11 &w, if t-)u is in PI. 
(2) [+ w&r &, l]wi[w,” 52, 11, if @ wiw’; &w;wi & is in PI. 
(3) &* w;[wf 51, 11, if &-, w$wf & is in PI. 
(4) [w I &, l]+ u&4&2]u& and [u&,2]+ u2, if w! = ulu2u3 with lull = r and 
&I := s. 
Using &oposition 2.3, we see that G2 = ( V2, E, Pz, a) has the desireI; properties. 
The ntixt lemma eliminates the right linear rules. 
Lemma 3Jl. Given r, s 2 0 and a nontrivial grammarfbrm, there exists an e(quivalent 
conditionletd grammar form G2 = ( V2, Z, P2, C) each of whose productions b either of 
the shape 
(tk) e+* u, u in Z4’ or 
(I?) 5 -+ ~w&w&, with WI in X’, w2 in _Z”, and 51, $2 in V2--2:. 
Proof, Let Gl = (VI, C, PI, a) be the given grammar form. We may assume G1 . 
satisfies zhe conclusions of Lemma 3.10. Let m = r + s + 1. Let CY~, bea ne;w variable 
for each a in C, V2 == VI w {CK, 1a in E}, and P2 consist of the following rules: 
(1) A-l productions in PI not of shape 6 -.* WI &, 1~1’1 in C” and & in Vi -2. 
(29 &+ ~1(rau2&, if s-, WI& is in PI, with WI= ~~t~~12, iull = r, 1u21= :g, a in C!, and 
& in ‘VI - C. 
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(3) cy, -, a for each a in 2C. 
Then G2 = (Vz, 2, P2, CT:) satisfies the lemma. 
We are finally able to estabhsh the main grammar form result. 
Theorellm 3.8. For each positio.rl-restricted type (ml, . . e , m,, 0) and each grdntm(xi* 
form & thare exists an equi/,:lalent grartacmar form Gz of positio,s-restriescd type 
(ml , . . . 9 m,, 0s such that 
eY?(Gl) ={L(G;)) G’ 2 in $( G2) ofposition-restricted type (m 1’) s . * , m,, 0)). 
If G1 is nontritiia19 then G2 is conditioned. 
Proof. Let Gl = (VI, 2; Paa, c)” Suppose G1 is trivial. Then Ore(Gl) is either empty,, 
(id, (E)), or th e am1 y of allI finite languages. Hence G2 = (V2, C, P2, u) satisi5es the f ‘
conclusion of the theorem for P2 empty, P2 = {D + F}, and ID2 = {CT + Q ), respectively, 
with a some terminal symbol. 
Suppose G1 is nontrivial. We may assume that G1 satisfies the conclusion 01’ 
Lemma 3.11 for r = ml + m2 + l l l + m,_l + n - 2 and s =c PM,,. For leach a in X let LY,( 
be a new variable. Let V2 = VI u {a, 1 a in 2) and P2 consist of the following rules: 
(1) 59~4, u inZ*, if tw.4 is in PI. 
(2) aya + a for each a in 2. 
(3) S:uppose p : 6 + w&w& is in PI, with w I= a 1 l 0 l G ,‘, each ai in C. Let p’ be in 
P2, where up’ is obtained from p by replacing CEi by aar for all i, i = ml -I- l,, 
ml+m+2,. . #,,ml+* l +m,.&-n-2. 
Then G2 = (V2, C, F2, a) clearly satisfies the theorem. 
Remark. By symmetry, Theorem 3.1 holds true if (ml, . . . , n-z,,, 0) is replaced by 
(0, m2,. .'9 m,.d. 
The question arises: Is Theorem 3.1 true for es& position-restricted type 
(ml ***.9 m,+l), where n~lng,+~ # O? The answer is in the n,egative. For consider the 
position-restricted tyipe (1, 0,l). Let G1 = ((0, a], {a:}, {V + au, a -+ EF, a). Then 
.Z’(Gl) = 9. Suppose there exists G2 = (V2, .Z, P2, cr) of position-restricted type 
(1, 0,l) such that .5?( Gz) = 99. Thus every rule in P2 is of the shape 
where y is in X*, x1, ~2 are in C, and &, t$ are in TV2 - .Z Since 9( 1132) = 9!, G;! is 
nontrivial, i.e.? k(G2) is infinite. Hence there exist Y in Vl- 2, u, C, z, z 1, z2 in .C* 
such that a +* UE/V, v r=$+ zlvz2, and v ,s* z. Because of (*), zl # E and 22 rf E, i.e., 
21 andi 22 are inI C+. Let G3 = ( V2, I?, P3, cr), vvhere P!, = 
P2 CI {TV + uvv, v -, 21 vi!2, v -* z}. By Proposition 2.1,. LE’( G3) G 2’( (32:) = 8. Clearly, 
R c 9( GJ), so a?( G3) == A?(&) = 3. However, as is easily :_;een! oEp( G3) Z Z’lin sjince zI 9 
22 we in C+. Therefore G’2 does not exist, i.e., Gz does not have an equivalent 
grammar form of posiltion-restricted type (1, 0, 1). 
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As ano fner counterexample to Theorem 3.1 ‘qthen m lm, +J # 0, let Gl = 
((CT, a, a, b)* (a, b), P, c), where P = (TV + aa, a + aacl5, Q! + a, a -B a],. By a compli- 
cated argt, rnent, it cars be shown that G1 has no equ;ivalent grammar form Gz of 
position-rli:$,tricted ype ( i s 1,l) such that Z( G2) = {U C& ) 1 GG in t8( Gz) of position- 
restricted type (1, 11, 1 I). 
4. Positia n-restricted gcammars 
our re cults so far have dealt with position-restricted grammar forms. In this 
section WE consider position-restricted grammars. Specifically, we show that for 
4049~ grarrtmar Gx and every position-restricted type (m 1, . . e , mn+l), there exists a 
ammar G:t, of position-restricted type (ml, . . . , m, + 11, such that L(Gzj = L(Gl).” 
Definitfo!r~~. A grammar G = ( V, S, P, CT) is said to be arsreconditioned if 
(i) D * E is the only possible e-rule, 
(ii) u does not occur on t e right-hand side of any production, and 
(iii) these is no variable 6 such that 6 ++‘ 5. 
We start with the following essentially well-known result [9, Exercise 4.121: 
Lemma 4,l. Every context-free language L has a preconditioned grammar G1 = 
C V, 2, PI ir F) such that L = L(Gl) and each rule not g + E is either of the shape 6 + awb 
or ( + a, where a aird b are rn C and w is in ( V - S)“. 
Given 1;:~ 2 1, we now convert he grammar into one in which each rule not 5 + y, y 
iti Z’.*, bq#ns and ends on the right side with a terminal word of length at least .w. 
ternma 69-2. For each context-free language L and each positive integer m, there exists 
a precor, ditioned grammar G2 = ( Vz, 2, P2, U) such that L = L(G2) and for each 
product&a 5 + y, y ;tzot in S*, y begins and ends with a terminal word of length at least 
m. 
Prmf. Il.,et Ga be a grammar satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.1. By applying the 
procedur*e in Lemma 3.4, we convert G1 into a grammar G3 in which each production 
5 + y, y ‘isot in Z;*, is such that y begins with a terminaf word of length at: least m and 
ends wit :‘I a terminal. By applying a similar procedure to the tail end of litlIe right side 
of proldr:.ctions in G3, we get a grammar G2 with the desired properties. 
We nv::gt convert he grammar into one in which each rule 5 --, y, y not in X*, begins 
with terminal words of length at least m, and no terminal appears between two 
occurrences of variables. 
I1 An alternative proof of this theorem, established after the result was anr‘owrced, appears as 
Theorem 3.4 of [lo). 
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Lemma 4.3. For each context-fhee language L and each positive integ4r m, thertzO e&s 
a preconditioned gramma; & = ( V2, Z, P;!, CT) such ,that L(&) =: L and each pipodtrc- 
tion @ y, y notin S”, isoftheshapt+ ~12~3, where ~1, 1~3 arein.):“‘Y ~a!z i::in 
(Q-r:)‘. 
Proof. Let G1 be a grammar satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.2. The present 
conclusion thlen follows by a construction similar to that i::a Lemma X5. 
Next, we reduce the number of variabl#es onthe right side to at mclst 3, with each1 
such variable flanked on its left and right by a terminal word of length at least tn. 
Lemma 4bk For each context-free language L, and each po:l:;‘tive integtllr m, there exists 
a preconditiollzed grammar Ga = (Vz, 2, Pz, C) such that.L(Gz) = C and each pnoduc- 
tion @ y, j: not in Z”, is of the shape e+ w&w2, @w&w&w3, or 4$+ 
IV~&W&W~~‘~W~, where ~1, ~2, ~3, w4 are in C”C* and ‘$1, &, 53 are in V2 -- 2, 
Proof. Let Gr = (VI, Z, PI, cr) be a grammar’ satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 
4.3. Let K: = max(l.2 116 + W~ZIW~ is in fl for some ~1, w:2 in .E”‘X*, z in (Vz -S)‘, and 
6 in V2 -2). For each r, 2 s r s k, and &, . . . , 6, in VI - (X u {cr}) let [& * l l &] be a 
new variable. Let [&J = 6 for each 5 in VI - (2 u {u}). For each variable [& l * * &]* 
r 3 2, let P([& l l * &]) consist of the following productions (where u 1, . . . , up arE: in 
X*, ~1, 1~2, w3, ~4. in XmX*, s a 1, t 2 1, cy1, . . . , ass &, , . . , PI in VI - (2 r~(o}): 
(1) [~1***~,]~ul~~~unif~1-)u1,...,2;-*u~arcinP~. 
(2) [61 l ’ l &I+ l.41 l ’ ’ Ui-lWI[Ctl ’ ’ ’ (Y,]w2Ui+1 l * ’ Un il 61+ Ul, . . . , &-, 4 Ul-,.l, 
& + Wlcrl l l l aswZ9 ti+ 1 + Uii-19 . . . , &+ ur are in PI. 
(3)12 [tl ’ l l er14U1 ’ ’ ’ ~i-lWl[~l ’ ’ ’ as]W2[&+1 l l l (j-l7w3[@1 l l ’ @f:jWSUj+I 
..*un if Sj, &+ul, . * . , [i--l + Ui-1, sj+l + Ui+l, l l l 9 51, + Un (i 4 W]CYl l ’ * asW2, 
(j+w?Pl** 4 &w4 are in PI. 
Let G2 = ( V2, 2, 1P2, g), where V2 = VI u {[& l l l &] 1 all [& l l l &I} and Pa = 
l.J all [&l...&r] p[:e1 l l ’ erl U p’ L3 P”, where P’ = {@ u in PII u in E*} C~nc,L P” = 
(5 + W[~l --&l~J2lr+wsl”’ 4,w2 in PI, ~1, w2 in ,lFmX*, &, . . . 9 6, irr VI- 
(2 u {a})}. Ht is readily seen that G2 satisfies the conclusions of the Ilemma. 
We nolw eliminate those rules involving just one or three variables. 
Lemma 4.5. For each context-free Language L and each positive integer m, t!zie exists 
a preconditioned grammar G2 = ( V2, C, P:,, CT) such that L(G2) = L and elzch produc- 
tion 5 -) y, y not in .E*, is of the shape r-) t&w&w~~, where ~1, ~2, w3 are ii~1 CT” 
and 61, 45 are in I4 - C. 
Proof. Let G1= (If15 x, PI, Q) be a grammar satisiying the conclusion of Lelnrlma 4.4 
for 2m + 1. Fyor each element a in C let cya be a new variable. Let P2 consilst of the 
‘* If j=i+l, then [&,, . . . &.1] is to be regarded as e. 
The Easf lemma is the analogrre to Lemma 3.11, 
B,emxnaa 4&. For each context-free language L and all nonnegative integers r, s, t there 
exists a peconditioned grammar G2 = ( I&C, Pz, o) such that L(G2) = L and each 
ppgductiora 414 y, y not in 2?, is of the shape 6 + u&u&ti~, where MI is iat Zr, ~42 in Z”, 
us in 2Zt9 nnd &,& in V2 -2. 
u [w]l w in (j 9 I \ i=m 1 
Let P2 co Msist sf the following productions, where ~1, z1 are in Z’, ~2 in Z”, u3 in J?, v 
in lJY=m Xi, and [I,& in VI - (2 u {CT}): 
(1) e -7’ y, if 63 jt’ is in PI and y is in C*‘. 
(2) 4 -* #~[W&JV~, 1]t&&w4,1]u3, if 89 z&lwl(;lw2u2w3~2w4u3 is in pl, with 
w2 in Z4’“, 
(3) [IV&Wz, I]-* U~[V]Z&&Z2,2]U3, if WI = UIVM~ZZ and W2 = z2u3. 
(4) [v4+ 0. 
(5) [u;&ta, 214 U&U2[V]~U& if 22 = U2VU3. 
It is reac’%y seen that Gz = (V$, 2, P2, g) satisfies the conclusions of the lemma. 
We are now ready for our result on position-restricted grammars. 
‘&e~e~t 4.1. LAS L be any context-free language and (ml, , . , , m,+l) any position- 
res~ri&&ype. 7%en there xists apreconditioned grammar G, o)sposition-restricted type 
r[m 19’**F m,+l), such tkt L = L(G). 
Position-restricted grammar forms and grammars 
Proof. Let t = 031 -Is * l * +n~,__~ +n -2, s = m,, and t = m,,,+ By Lemma 4.6, ther*e 
exists a preconditioned grammar (31 = (VI, Zf’, PI, a) such that L = LCbi) arpcl each 
production@ y, y not inZ*,isof theshapc (-) tr’&ti&~u3, where u1 isin .I:‘, LIZ is in 
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